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1

Introduction
This document provides a summary report of the discussions at the three regional
workshops held as part of the project on the Implementation of the multi-sectoral guidance
on third party violence in the workplace, in London on 9th May, in Rome on 14th June and in
and in in Prague on 6 September 2011.

1.1

Background of the project
On 16 July 2010, EPSU, UNIEuropa, ETUCE, HOSPEEM, CEMR, EFEE,
EUROCOMMERCE, COESS, representing the social partners of the commerce, private
security, local governments, education and hospital sectors have reached an agreement on
multi-sectoral guidelines aimed to tackle third-party violence and harassment at work
(http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=89&newsId=896&furtherNews=yes)..
These Guidelines have been developed following two major conferences organised with the
support of the Commission in March 2008 and October 2009 at which the outcomes of a
research on third-party violence were presented along with case studies and joint
conclusions . Therefore, these Guidelines build on these initiatives and complement the
cross-sectoral Framework Agreement on Harassment and Violence at Work of 26 April 2007
(http://ec.europa.eu/employment_social/dsw/public/actRetrieveText.do?id=8446).
The organisation which were party to the multi-sectoral guidelines subsequently decided to
disseminate the guidelines and obtained funding from the European Commission for a
project to assist with the translation of the guidance into all EU languages, for three regional
seminars and a final conference to be held with the goal making the guidelines more widely
known, sharing good practices in tackling third party violence in the workplace and
encouraging national member organisations to think about how the guidelines will be
implemented in each Member State. GHK Consulting was commissioned to assist in the
moderation of these events and in the preparation of reports.

1.2

Participating countries
The first regional workshop was held in London on 10 May 2011 under the participation of 60
representatives of sectoral social partner organisations from Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Sweden, Turkey and the UK (representatives
from Bulgaria were also registered to attend but were unable to be present on the day).
The second regional workshop was held in Rome on 14 June 2011 with the participation of
47 representatives of sectoral social partner organisations from Croatia, Cyprus, Greece,
Italy, Malta, Norway, Portugal, Sweden and Spain, as well as Brussels based sectoral
representatives.
The third regional workshop was held in Prague on 6 September 2011 with the participation
of 53 representatives of sectoral social partner organisations from Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Slovakia, Romania, Macedonia, Sweden,
the UK, as well as Brussels based sectoral representatives.
Lists of participants and the agendas of the workshops are included in the Annex to this
report.

1.3

Purpose of this report
This report is intended as an input to the closing conference to be held in Warsaw on 27th
October 2011.
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The importance of tackling third party violence in the
workplace
In all workshops, Dr Tina Weber (GHK), who was also responsible for the research
conducted for the RESPECT project, carried out prior to the agreement of the multi-sectoral
guidelines, provided a presentation underlining the scale of the challenge of third party
violence in the European Union. Research from the European Foundation for the
Improvement of Living a Working conditions (as part of the European Working Conditions
Survey, last carried out in 2007) showing that between 1 and 7.2% of workers in the
European Union were exposed to physical violence from service user/customers in the 12
months prior to the survey. This figure is significantly higher than the figure for workplace
violence resulting from attacks from colleagues. The differences in the incidence of third
party violence between countries is notable (see figure 2.1) and could be linked to “cultural”
factors and perceptions regarding the “acceptability” of certain types of behaviour.
Figure 2.1

Worker exposed to violence in the workplace in past 12 months

Source: Eurofound, European Working Conditions Survey, 2007
It was, however, made clear that the social partners involved in the multi-sectoral guidelines,
that third party violence in the workplace should never be considered as being acceptable. It
is notable that a recent study by OSHA
(http://osha.europa.eu/en/publications/reports/violence-harassment-TERO09010ENC) found
that the definition of third party violence differs significantly from country to country, with an
official definition only being found in 10 of the 22 countries which respondent to their study
survey. Furthermore, different data collection methods are employed at national level,
meaning that it is difficult to come by comparable data on the incidence of third party
violence.
The risk of third party violence is clearly shown to be greatest in a number of specific
sectors, most of which are represented in the organisations who are signatories to the multisectoral guidelines:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Health care
Social work
Education
Public administration
Commerce
Transport (not party to the agreement on the guidelines)
Hotels and Restaurants (not party to the agreement on the guidelines)
Private security
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The incidence of third party violence experienced was also considered to be linked to the
workplace environment, including to the level of training received and control exercised by
individual workers over work processes, as well as the clarity of information provided on
service standards to be expected by clients.
Evidence clearly shows the important impact of third party violence not only for individuals
affected (in terms of their health and well-being), but also for the organisation and the
economy as a whole.
Being a victim of third party violence can lead to short and indeed longer term emotional
difficulties, which can also manifest themselves in physical ailments (resulting from anxiety,
lack of sleep etc). The EWCS found that 35% of workers who experienced third party
violence missed work in a given year (compared to 23% overall).
A survey of social partner organisations carried out by GHK in 2009 which found that third
party violence was linked to low staff morale, absences from work, as well as retention and
recruitment difficulties.
Despite the significance of the problem, the GHK survey, as well as the larger scale OSHA
survey found that the number of countries, sectors and organisations having developed
specific policies to deal with third party violence remains limited.
The OSHA survey (see figure 2.2) quotes the lack of appropriate tools and methods for
assessing and managing the issue as well as the lack of scientific evidence and data as
among the main reasons for not having nationwide or sector specific initiatives to deal with
the issue.
Figure 2.2 OSHA findings on the reasons for not having national or sectoral initiatives to
deal with third party violence
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Good practices in tackling third party violence

3.1

Key elements of good practice
The research carried out for the RESPECT project highlighted the following key elements of
policies and practices aimed at dealing with third party violence in the workplace:

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

A clear definition
Preventative measures including:
− Managing expectations by providing clear information regarding the
nature and level of service clients/customers/service users should expect
− Designing “safe workplaces” through risk assessment, including
− The provision of “tools” aimed at safeguarding employees
− Workplace design
− Process design and work organisation
Training and awareness raising
Clear monitoring report and follow-up
Provision of support to victims
Procedures for policy evaluation and review

It this context, it should be noted that EU and national law already define an employers‟ duty
to protect workers against violence and harassment in the workplace, including through

▪
▪
▪
▪

Directive 2000/43/EC of 29 June 2000 implementing the principle of equal treatment
between persons irrespective of racial or ethnic origin
Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 establishing a general framework for equal
treatment in employment and occupation
Directive 2002/73/EC of 23 September 2002 amending Council Directive 76/207/EEC on
the implementation of the principle of equal treatment for men and women as regards
access to employment, vocational training and promotion, and working conditions
Directive 89/391/EEC on the introduction of measures to encourage improvements
in the safety and health of workers at work

Directive 89/391/EEC stipulates that the employer has a duty to carry out a risk assessment
and should take all reasonable measures to prevent identified threats. Measures arising from
risk assessment can relate to:

▪
▪
▪
▪

The provision of clear information regarding the nature and level of service
clients/customers/service users should expect
The provision of “tools” aimed at safeguarding employees
Workplace design
Process design and work organisation

Training is identified as a vital part of the prevention of third party violence. Key elements of
training packages developed include:

▪
▪

Raising awareness of potential threats of abusive behaviour, harassment and violence
and what is considered to be unacceptable
Awareness raising of relevant policies and their responsibilities in implementing the
policies, including customer care policies
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▪
▪
▪

Information about reporting, monitoring and follow-up procedures and various roles and
responsibilities in relation to these processes
Information about support and counselling services available to victims of third party
violence
Techniques for identifying and dealing with aggressive behaviour and potentially violent
situations

Finally, successful policies aimed at tackling third party violence should include clear policies
and processes of reporting and follow-up, including procedures for victim support.

3.2

Examples of existing practice presented at the workshops
Fifteen examples of existing practices were presented at the three workshops, which are
briefly summarised below. Further information can be obtained from the slides which will be
lodged on a dedicated website.

3.2.1

UK Commerce sector – USDAW
On behalf of USDAW, Doug Russell presented the “Freedom from Fear” campaign, started
in the British retail sector in 2002. He underlined that in the retail sector, the key triggers for
third party violence to occur, include the following:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Apprehending suspected shop thieves
Robbery of cash or valuable goods
Sale of age-restricted goods
Queuing at counter/checkout
Not having advertised items in stock
Arguments over refunds for faulty goods
Allegations of short-change/cash-back errors

A survey carried out by G4S in 2009 demonstrated some worrying statistics in relation to
public perception about the treatment of retail staff with 1 in 20 respondents arguing that it
was OK to verbally abuse staff if customers are unhappy with the service. Around 150,000
respondents even felt that it was acceptable to physically abuse staff and 760,000
respondents thought it acceptable to steal from large retailers.
Although there had been guidance on third party violence from the UK Health and Safety
Executive, co-ordinated action to spread awareness of the issue and encourage action to be
taken was seen to be missing prior to the campaign started in 2002.
A key feature of this campaign is its “tripartite” approach, involving the trade union Usdaw,
the British Retail Consortium (employers‟ organisation), the National Retail Crime Prevention
Strategy Group led by the Crime Prevention Minister and the police and local authorities.
The trade union‟s role in the campaign was to support national initiatives, work with
individual employers to improve security, to hold an annual event supporting “respect for
shopworkers” and to participate in annual “Freedom from Fear” summit meetings with the
government and other key stakeholders.
The campaign can be shown to have been successful as the incidence of third party violence
in the retail sector has been on a significant downward trajectory. There are, however,
concerns that the current economic climate will lead to a reversal in these figures. This is
partly because economic difficulties often lead to an increase in shoplifting, but primarily
because cuts in public budgets are leading to policy support being scaled back, which is so
critical to addressing the issue.
3.2.2

Swedish local and regional government sector – SALAR
Ned Carter (SALAR) provided information about actions taken in the Swedish local and
regional government sector to address third party violence particularly in the social work and
social care sectors, hospitals, schools and the ambulance service.
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3.2.3

Swedish education sector – Lärarförbundet
On the basis of the example of a school in Sweden which seeks to prevent violence by
creating a welcoming and respectful teaching and learning environment, Anders Eklund
demonstrated the importance of such “environmental” factors in prevention. This approach is
also seen to increase self-esteem in children, reducing aggressive behaviour towards staff
and other children.

3.2.4

Dutch hospital sector – CAOP
The issue of the work environment was also highlighted by Peter Peerdeman and Ton
Heerschop, who presented policies implemented in the Dutch hospital sector using the
example of the VieCuri hospital in Venlo.
Here reception and waiting areas have been designed in a way to create a calming
environment. In addition, work processes have been streamlined to ensure that waiting times
are kept to a minimum and patients are always aware if there are major incidents which are
preventing them from being seen quickly.
Strong security and prevention policies have been developed to ensure for example that
access to certain areas is restricted to authorised personnel, aggressive patients or their
relatives can be dealt with quickly (if situations cannot be diffused by trained staff) through
on-site security.
Policies stipulate that patients or relatives who have threatened or perpetrated actual
violence against hospital staff are banned from the premises (either to be treated in nonemergency situations or to visit relatives) for a period of a year.
All incidents are reported and hospital keep close contact with the policy and local authorities
to ensure that known perpetrators are known to all services.
This policy has led to a significant decline in incidents as well as significantly increased staff
satisfaction.

3.2.5

Polish commerce sector - NSZZ Solidarność
Alfred Bujara from the trade union NSZZ Solidarity presented the evidence of research
regarding the incidence of third party violence in the commerce sector in Poland which
ranges from verbal abuse to actual physical violence, leading some workers to leave the
sector.
In some cases, such violence is linked to perceived poor standards of service, such as long
queues at the check-out, but can also be connected to alcohol and drug abuse by customers
as well as shop lifting.
Significant awareness raising efforts are needed in Poland to convince employers and the
public to take this issue seriously and this is where the trade union is particularly involved.
Better training is required for staff to help them to diffuse potentially violent situations and
further investment is required in security and safer workplaces.

3.2.6

Swedish commerce sector – Svenskhandel
The creation of a safe retail environment is at the heart of initiatives taken in the Swedish
retail sector, which were presented by Johann Bark. As in the UK, an important feature of
this approach is the co-operation between different stakeholders and the establishment of a
permanent body to monitor and address these issues (HAK – the Committee for Health and
Safety in Commerce, which brings together employee, business and employer
organisations). The police and the national crime prevention council are supporting a
programme for protection against robberies, which is administered by HAK.
The programme sets down a set of standards to be met, which – if met – can lead to a store
being accredited and allowed to display a visible symbol of their accreditation. The standards
include having:
1

A responsible person for security
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Training adapted to the retail branch in security questions
Routines for security work
Lockable tills (with code and key)
Cashboxes, vacuum tube system or a system for sealed cash handling
Special secure area for the counting of cash and valuable documents
Locker for valuables (it is recommended that a deposit box is included)
Alarm possibilities
Security adapted doors and lock routines
Height markers (for identification)
Staff- and goods entrance
Carefully planned transport of cash
Routines for taking care of victims of robbery

The programme has had highly visible and positive effects in many locations, with significant
reductions in robberies and associated assaults.
The strategy relies on strong local co-operations between partners including the policy, shop
owners and trade unions/workers.
3.2.7

Italian health care sector
Professor Laura Volpini (Università La Sapienza di Roma) presented research on the impact
of third party violence on health care workers and examples of good practice in seeking to
address this issue. She emphasised the importance of the working environment and
organisational culture, as well as the „policy‟ framework as affecting the number of incidence
of third party violence (e.g. if patients feel that the system is not treating them fairly or
equally, they may be more likely to resort to threatening or violent behaviour). The extent to
which such behaviour can be managed is also linked to staff skills, both with regards to their
job an in dealing with such issues. The pressure being felt at work was seen to have a strong
link to incidents of bullying, harassment and violence.
Professor Volpini also elaborated on the impact that experience of harassment and violence
have in the individual with regard to short term emotional trauma (feelings of anger and
helplessness), socio and psycho-social impact (sleep pattern disturbance, body tension etc)
and long term emotional scars.
In order to address the risk factors which can lead to violent behaviour, she recommended
practices which improve the working environment, humanise communication with patients
and their families, increase moral and ethical accountability of health care sector staff and
increase awareness among patients of the role and responsibility of different health care
sector staff.

3.2.8

Italian commerce sector – ConfCommercio
Antonio Serro from ConfCommercio reported on data regarding violence associated with
theft from shops and banks. The evidence points to increases in thefts from pharmacies,
tobacco shops and supermarkets. He argued that prevention is the best way of addressing
potential violence arising from incidents of theft. Italian law requires employers to carry out
risk assessment and address potential hazards. ConfCommercio has promoted a
vademecum for safety and security in the commerce sector which is targeted at employers
as well as employees and deals with prevention as well as follow up once an incident of
harassment or violence has occurred. It highlights the importance of co-operation with the
police at all stages and provides guidance on how to deal with post traumatic stress among
affected employees.

3.2.9

Norwegian local government sector – City of Oslo
Marit Tovsena nd Ellen Kobro from the City of Oslo and Norwegian local government
employers provided an overview of how the City of Oslo worked with guidance developed by
Norwegian local government employers to address third party violence in the workplace. It
highlighted the particular challenges of working with a client group with complex needs,
including mental health problems and drug abuse issues. Particular emphasis is placed on
7
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training health and social workers on how to identify individual who may pose a risk,
identifying high risk situations and how to act in instances of threatening or violent behaviour.
Training and information is also provided on how to follow up violent or threatening acts.
Community health and social workers are particularly at risk when carrying out home visits
on their own in situations where, in addition to a potential high risk client, family and friends
may be present and pose an additional threat.
A training and awareness raising pilot project has been run in three districts. As a result of
these pilots the existing guidance will be reviewed and enhanced with real life case
examples and the training will then be rolled out on a larger scale.
3.2.10

Cypriot central government sector
On behalf of the trade union of public service employees of Cyprus, Glafkos Hadjipetrou
outlined the services most at risk of experiencing third party violence which include the
policy, prison and probation officers, health care and social workers. A declaration has been
signed by social partners and the government to seek to address third party violence in
these sectors.

3.2.11

Portuguese education sector
Arminda Braganca presented some revealing statistics about the level of incidence of third
party violence in schools in Portugal. The number of such events has decreased from 6039
in 2007/2008 to 4713 in 2009/2010. Other students are at greatest risk of becoming victims
of such incidents, followed by teachers and support staff. Most of these violent incidents are
concentrated on a very small number of schools, demonstrating that the risk tends to be
concentrated on inner city areas with high levels of social deprivation. The main difficulty in
addressing the issue had been the lack of willingness by individuals affected as well as
school heads to report and tackle the issue. The first step that therefore need to be taken
was to raise awareness that such behaviour would not be tolerated and action would be
taken in all cases. Appropriate training was provided to principals and management staff as
well as pupils, teachers and support staff. A policy based on risk assessment was developed
which incorporated safer workplace design and the provision of suitable communication tools
and security measures. Equally important were agreements with relevant authorities such as
the police and the courts on how to deal with such cases.
In order to make this approach work a wide range of partners had to be involved, including
the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Internal Safety and Administration, the Ministry of
Health, the Ministry of Labour, the Attorney General, the police and National Guard, the
National Observatory for School Safety, Committees for the protection of children,
Universities and other civil society organisations.
Legal regulations and guidelines are of significance in regulating how violent incidents
should be dealt with. These are set down in the penal code, student statute and internal
school rules.
An electronic system was set up to register incidents. As a result of all these actions it has
been possible to reduce the occurrence of third party violence and to offer better and clearer
follow up for victims.

3.2.12

Spanish health care sector
According to Visitacion Vaquero, representing the trade unions in the Spanish health care
sector, systems have been developed here to prevent third party violence (through
workplace design and appropriate staff training) as well as providing clear guidance on follow
up after such events. This has followed a detailed analysis of the reasons for why and where
such incidents are most likely to occur. Detailed written guidance is available which can be
distributed at individual hospital level.
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3.2.13

Czech public sector (health and local government)
Jindřiška Chválová (Health sector trade unions, Czech Republic) amd Radka Soukupová,
Union of towns and municipalities, Czech Republic) presented an ongoing ESF-funded
project on “Strengthening social dialogue – the prevention of workplace violence, which was
carried out jointly by the Czech social partners in the health care and local government
sectors.
The goal of the project is to assess the current situation in the health and social services
sector in relation to third party violence, to raise awareness of the issue, to facilitate social
dialogue and formulate solutions in the form of an education programme for individuals
working in the sector to provide them with practical skills to manage third party violence in
the workplace.
The decision was taken to implement this project because of the negative consequences of
third party violence both on employers and employees in the sector. These consequences
include:


A decline in service quality;



Lower productivity;



Absences from work;



Greater staff fluctuations;



Cost of compensation to staff who have been harmed.

The project began with a stock-take of the level of third party violence experienced by staff.
Over a period of 12 months between 2009-2010, 155 organisations in the health and social
care sector were surveyed. It was found that 16.6% of employees had been subjected to
physical assaults, 45.2% to verbal attacks, 13% to bullying and mobbing, 2.4% to sexual
harassment and 1.1% to race discrimination.
In 90% of cases of physical attack, the perpetrator was a client/patient. In 76% of cases the
attack took place inside the workplace. It is concerning to note that in 63% of cases the
attack was considered “unavoidable” and in 70% of cases, the attack was not followed up
with an investigation. Indeed nearly 40% of staff physically attached in a health care facility
did not report the attack, demonstrating a significant level of “acceptance” that such
behaviour is – if not acceptable – then an “expected” part of the job. It could also reflect the
perceived level of commitment on part of the management to address the issue of third party
violence.
Verbal abuse was also most likely to come from clients/patients (around 60%) with 13%
being experienced on the part of colleagues and a further 12% from superiors. Patients‟
relatives were the source of around 10% of verbal attacks.
The project then went on to assess the existence of workplace strategies to deal with
violence in the workplace (including third party violence). Around 80% of workplaces argued
that they had a general strategy, however only 40% of organisations had special
procedures/guidance to deal with physical assaults. Of these around 45% used alarms and
mobile phones as a way to protect staff, with a further 12% using access restrictions to
certain areas.
In order to raise the level of awareness and availability of suitable strategies in the workplace
to address the detrimental social and economic consequences of third party violence, the
project offered training for 60 individuals to act as instructors for a wider number of members
of staff in this sector to help them deal with third party violence. These instructors will pass
the training on to a further 800 course participants. The 80-hour course has four modules:


Awareness of the issue and its impact;



Psychological aspects of workplace violence and crisis communication;



Basics of self-defence;
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Violence prevention strategies.

Having trained these individuals, violence prevention teams can be established at
institutional, local and regional level who can co-ordinate their efforts and learn from/support
each other.
Dissemination and evaluation are also important parts of the project, which is set to complete
in 2012.
3.2.14

Belgian education sector
Ghezala Gherifi provided a presentation on behalf of the education sector for the French
speaking community in Belgium. She emphasised that the although the number of incidence
of third party violence in the sector had somewhat stabilised in recent years, the overall
number remained unacceptably high. Third party violence has a negative impact on the
physical and psychological health of teachers as well as on the overall teaching
environment. Pupils and parents are the main source of such incidents at school and some
schools are significantly more affected than others.
She emphasised the importance of early support and intervention following an incident and
provided information on the psycho-social support made available to teachers who have
been victims of third party violence.
An observatory has been established to measure the impact of violence as well as the
impact of measures taken to assist victims. This is designed to improve prevention and
support measures.

3.2.15

Bulgarian health care sector
Slava Zlatanova presented a campaign in the Bulgarian health care sector to help address
third party violence. This campaign has been organised in co-operation with the Ministry of
Health and the ILO. Training was provided for trade union leaders to help address the issue
at workplace level and special training programmes were also organised at local level.
Nurses are particularly prone to suffer violence from patients and their relatives and this can
also be linked to the situation in the Bulgarian health care sector with poor funding, insecure
working environments and staffing reductions.

3.2.16

German commerce sector
On behalf of employers in the German commerce sector, Heribert Jöris presented the
challenges facing the sector and the measures which have been taken to seek to protect
staff in the retail sector. One important feature of the system in Germany is the existence of
occupational health insurances financed by employers and managed by both trade unions
employers to improve health and safety in the workplace. The number of physical and
mental injuries (leading to absences from work) have fluctuated over the years, but remain at
a rather high level (around 1290 per year). The vast majority of such incidents in the retail
sector are linked to robberies and violence perpetrated against staff in the commission of
such offences. Over the years, it has fortunately been possible to significantly reduce the
number of fatalities linked to such robberies, but any such tragic incidents remain
unacceptable. The association responsible for health and safety management therefore
developed a bundle of measures including guidance on the prevention of robberies (both for
large companies and for SMEs). Much of what is contained in these guides relates to
workplace and work process design to help prevent robberies. A correspondence course is
available to staff and regular workshops are made available. As a result the number of such
incidents leading to death, serious injury or workplace absence has declined significantly
over the years.
The approach also emphasises the provision of immediate psychological support to victims
to prevent longer terms “damage”. As a result of this offer of immediate support it has been
possible to reduce the number of pension cases caused by such incidents significantly.
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4

Next steps in national implementation
As part of the regional workshops, national working groups began to consider a number of
key questions:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Is the translation of the agreement into your national language accurate and
understandable (where appropriate)? Which adjustments are necessary?
How should the guidance be implemented at national level?
Has implementation already begun and if so, in what form?
Which partners should be involved?
How and when should national discussions on implementation take place
(e.g. who should take the lead in convening meetings if necessary/virtual
group to discussion implementation etc)?
What form should implementation take (e.g. collective agreement, national
guidance, good practice tools, other possibilities?)
What are the key elements in the agreement which you consider to be most
important for implementation?
Which elements may prove more difficult than others to implment?
Which timeline do you put on implementation?
What practical next steps can be scheduled at this stage?

In the report back from each national group, the following key points were raised for different
countries (because of language restrictions/sizes of working groups, some countries worked
together and are therefore presented jointly below):

4.1

Austria/Germany
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

4.2

Bulgaria
▪

4.3

Translation is OK
In some sectors significant activity already exists (e.g. commerce), in others there is less
work already done
In Austria it was stressed that the relevant ministry should be involved in implementation
In Germany it was emphasised that Parliament should be involved
It was emphasised that implementation should start immediately as violence is
increasing
Implementation should include practical recommendations on how to deal with the
impact of violence on the individual
The text of the guidelines can be a starting point for implementation (maybe by 2013)
It would be useful if the EU could assist in awareness raising by starting a campaign on
the importance to tackle third party violence

Some activity has already taken place and implementation is likely to be through a
manual providing guidance on how to deal with third party violence

Cyprus
▪
▪
▪

Some specific remarks on the translation will be provided (for example on the definition
of third party violence)
Will send comments on the text
Implementation has not started year but there is a relevant existing law of 2006
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▪
▪
▪
▪
4.4

Czech Republic (and Slovakia)
▪
▪
▪
▪

4.5

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

The translation is generally OK
Implementation has not yet begun and a different approach may be needed for different
sectors
Guidelines will be put on the website, and round tables with key stakeholders will be
organised
Start pilot project and introduce good practices, cooperate with Finland
Importance to involve the media and communicate experiences

Finland
▪
▪
▪
▪

4.8

Some adjustments are required to the translation
In the private sector (e.g. commerce) there are already guidelines on this issue and a
toolkit for the prevention of third party violence.
In the public sector, the guidelines have been fully implemented in the collective
agreement of 2008 (a booklet has been produced to support this entitled “Avoiding
harassment and violence – in Danish municipal and regional workplaces”) including
examples of approaches to implementation in municipalities and regions
Next step in DK: national council for OHS, joint discussion on the topic

Estonia
▪
▪

4.7

Some of the language of the European text of the multi-sectoral guidelines will have to
be clarified – not only the translation – in order to make it understandable and applicable
at the national level
Implementation at the national level has not yet begun but should start soon
Implementation should be through the tripartite forum, also involving the relevant ministry
and should take place through legislation
This could take a significant period of time which may go beyond the implementation
deadline

Denmark
▪
▪

4.6

It is up to the service sector to take the initiative, see local governments
Also take into account the problem of resources
Organise training seminar, but this needs to be discussed in more detail
Need for an observatory for follow-up

There are significant problems with the translation which needs to be thoroughly revised
There is already a lot of activity in this issue in Finland and a tripartite group has been
set up (involving only some private sector employers organisations, but not including EK,
the confederation of Finnish industries)
The goal is to develop a practical educational tool and brochures to guide good practice
and implementation
Further work is required on producing reliable and comparable statistics, including for the
private sector

Hungary
▪
▪
▪
▪

Translation is OK
Implementation has not yet begun and it must be ensured that guidelines are conveyed
to all relevant partners
All social partners (public and private sector) as well as the government should be
involved in implementation
Would prefer guidelines to be binding, but this will depend on political goodwill
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4.9

France/Belgium
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

4.10

Italy
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

4.11

▪
▪

The workshop has been very helpful to exchange views and good practice
Practice in Latvia is significantly lagging behind other countries and it is difficult to
engage the government with this issue
Important to improve security system
It may be difficult to have the same guidelines for all sectors, but some core elements
can be discussed jointly while retaining sectoral specificities

Lithuania
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

4.13

The impact of the financial crisis should be highlighted as it has increased the incidence
of micro criminality
Harassment should also be accorded similar importance, as this can also have strong
scarring effects on the individual
The focus should now be placed on implementation of existing guidance and examples
from other countries are valuable in providing inspiration
Collective bargaining should play an important role in implementation both at national
and sectoral level
It was considered to be important to establish public and private round tables, see
projects such as the one for children hospitals, see distribution chain, monitor progress,
improve communication for employees and clients

Latvia
▪
▪

4.12

More time is needed to comment on the translation
Implementation should be through legislation, but needs to take account of existing texts
Implementation should take around 1 year
In implementing the text attention should also be paid to how such incidents are pursued
in the courts to ensure that individuals do not “become victims twice”
Attention should also be paid to newly arising issues such as cyber-bullying

The translation will need to be reviewed further, with possible adjustments in each sector
So far, nothing has been done at national level to implement the guidelines
There is a lack of national research and surveys on this issue which needs to be
addressed
As is common to many central and eastern European countries, there are few sectoral
agreements (including on this issue)
It is therefore important to include these questions in the agenda of the tripartite social
council and to endeavour to integrate these issues in collective agreements
It is difficult to identify the employers in the education sector in Lithuania

Malta
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Some activities already undertaken in this area
Involved in the organisation of training courses, provide a certification
In the commerce sector measures can be introduced to better manage cash and prevent
and deal with theft
CCTV can help to reduce theft related incidents
Cooperate with commerce, education, health
Activities could take place with the association for economic and social development
Key elements: training, awareness raising, see also commerce training modules
Awareness raising not complicated, but HR difficulties
Organise a meeting in Malta to speak on the problems regarding the sectors
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4.14

Netherlands
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

4.15

Norway
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

4.16

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Implementation should be a joint processus, include social partners
Also include the bodies in charge of the monitoring of working conditions
Collective bargaining can provide the correct forum for implementation
Guidelines should be part of the legislation
Importance should be given to developing human resources to be able to deal with third
party violence
Difficult to implement the guidelines, but not impossible!
Timeline: 2013 as foreseen
Also important to sensitize the public

Romania
▪

4.19

Social dialogue needs to be strengthened to implement the guidance and some variation
may be needed in sectoral approaches
More data on the issue needs to be gathered
Essential to implement the guidelines, important to work on codes of conduct
It is important for social partners to be involved in the implementation

Portugal
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

4.18

Important issue, much activity already going on and no conflict between guidelines and
the national legislation
Sometimes lack of information, see authorities, tripartite cooperation, etc.
Difficulty: implementation at workplace
Implementation has started, but improvement possible
Already cooperation with municipalities, involve also users
Also national discussions, understand the problem and see how to solve it.
Group will take the responsibility
Link with absenteeism
Essential importance of training and monitoring

Poland
▪

4.17

Some adjustments will be required to the translation
Implementation has not yet begun
Implementation will involve the Ministry of Social Affairs and the social dialogue
organisations
A possible route for implementation are the “health catalogues” included in collective
agreements at sectoral level
It is considered to be particularly important the implementation should reach the
workplace level
Implementation should start this year

Implementation is likely to be through collective agreement

Spain
▪
▪
▪
▪

The translation needs minor review but is generally good
It is important to emphasise differences between sectors and develop appropriate
responses/guidance and tools
An informal group is to start work in this issue in the second semester
Joint dissemination is envisaged while implementation may be sectoral
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
4.20

Sweden
▪
▪
▪

4.21

Commissions for health and safety can be a good tool for implementation
Guidance should include existing examples of good practice
Training is necessary, as well as prevention
Sensitisation is essential, funds are necessary, social consensus of all partners as well
See culture of prevention, as well as protection of employees, see teachers and some
health staff
See protection, but if costs are cut, there is an impact on employees as well

See unified translations, changes will be submitted, difficult to have a timeline
Implementation: continue, see multi sectoral meeting, common discussion to share
experiences in Sweden
Public sector: see how to focus, it is a wide topic, see schools, cyber bullying, etc

UK
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

No formal implementation has begun, but there is much good practice to draw on in
different sectors and HSE guidelines exist
The problem is share the practices between sectors, see difficulties with the government
Important to share experiences among sectors
What is existing is working well
Specific issues: see involvement of the governments, involve regulators
Existing resources must be maintained/increased and it is important to educate the
social partners in all sectors
Important to manage expectations from the public
May be important to involve other stakeholders including consumer groups
Importance also to have at disposal more statistics on economic and social costs
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Annex 1 Agendas Regional Workshops
Workshop on Implementing the Multisectoral Guidelines on Third
Party Violence

9th May, London
09:00 – 09:30 Welcome and registration of participants
09:30 – 10:00 Introduction to the workshop (Ilaria Savoini, EuroCommerce,
Jakob Thielmann, UniEuropa, Federica Benassi, HOSPEEM
tbc)



Background to the guidelines and main elements of the text
Objectives of the workshop for social partner organisations

10:00 – 12:30 Importance of the issue of third party violence and measures to
address it (Tina Weber, GHK; Doug Russell, Usdaw, UK; Ned
Carter, Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions;
Anders Eklund, Lärarförbundet, Sweden; Peter Peerdeman and
Ton Heerschop, CAOP, Netherlands; Alfred Bujara, NSZZ
Solidarność, Poland; Johan Bark, Svenskhandel, Sweden tbc)



Findings from the research
Presentation of existing practices

12:30 – 14:00 Lunch
14:00 – 15:15 National working groups to discuss implementation




Translation of guidance
Possibilities for national implementation
Next steps

15:15 – 16:00 Report back from national groups
16:00 – 16:30 Conclusions and next steps
16:30

Close of workshop
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Workshop on Implementing the Multisectoral Guidelines on Third
Party Violence

14th June, Rome
09:00 – 09:30 Welcome and registration of participants
09:30 – 10:00 Introduction to the workshop (Ilaria Savoini, EuroCommerce;
Federica Benassi, HOSPEEM; Sarah King, EPSU)



Background to the guidelines and main elements of the text
Objectives of the workshop for social partner organisations

10:00 – 12:30 Importance of the issue of third party violence and measures to
address it (Tina Weber, GHK; Professor Laura Volpini,
Università La Sapienza di Roma (healthcare sector, Italy);
Daniela Floridia, Confcommercio (commerce sector, Italy); Marit
Tovsen, KS, local government sector, Norway); Glafkos
Hadjipetrou, PASYDY, health care sector, Cyprus); Maria
Arminda Bragança (FNE, education sector, Portugal); Pilar
Navarro (FSP-UGT, health care sector Spain, tbc)



Findings from the research
Presentation of existing practices

12:30 – 14:00 Lunch
14:00 – 15:00 National working groups to discuss implementation




Translation of guidance
Possibilities for national implementation
Next steps

15:00 – 15:50 Report back from national groups
15:50 – 16:00 Conclusions and next steps
16:00

Close of workshop
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Workshop on Implementing the Multisectoral Guidelines on Third
Party Violence
6th September, Prague
09:00 – 09:30 Welcome and registration of participants
09:30 – 10:00 Introduction to the workshop (Steve Comer (CEMR/CoChair LRG Social Dialogue Committee), Anders
Hammerback (EPSU/ Co-Chair LRG Social Dialogue
Committee), Federica Benassi, HOSPEEM, Susan
Flocken, ETUCE, Ilaria Savoini, EuroCommerce, Jakob
Thielmann, UniEuropa)
 Background to the guidelines and main elements of the text
 Objectives of the workshop for social partner organisations
10:00 – 12:30 Importance of the issue of third party violence and measures to
address it



Findings from the research (Tina Weber, GHK)
Presentation of existing practices
Jindřiška Chválová (Health sector trade unions, Czech
Republic), Radka Soukupová, Union of towns and
municipalities/Union of employer´s associations (Local
government sector employer, Czech Republic), Pavel Kajml
(Public services sector employer, Czech republic),
Ghezala Gherifi, CFWB (Education sector employer, Belgium)
Slava Zlatanova, FTU-HS (Health care sector trade union,
Bulgaria)
Heribert Jöris, HDE (Commerce sector employer, Germany)

12:30 – 14:00 Lunch
14:00 – 15:00 National working groups to discuss implementation




Translation of guidance
Possibilities for national implementation
Next steps

15:00 – 15:50 Report back from national groups
15:50 – 16:00 Conclusions and next steps
16:00

Close of workshop
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Annex 2 Participants lists
London
No

Name

Countr
y

Sector

Organisation

1

Anna Zaimova

BG

Security

UniEuropa

2

ZLATANOVA Slava

BG

Health

EPSU - health

slava_z@mail.bg; fsz_citub@mail.orbitel.bg;

3

PETROVA Margarita

BG

Health

EPSU – health

medical.federation@podkrepa.org

4

Mads Juul Jørgensen

DK

Commerce

EuroCommerce

MJJ@DANSKERHVERV.DK

5

JOHANNESSEN Hanne

DK

LG

EPSU –LG

hjo@oao.dk

DK

Commerce

UniEuropa

DK

LG

CEMR

EE

LG

CEMR

6

Birte

Email

44bih@hk.dk

Haugaard
7
8

Pia Møller
Ille Allsaar

pim@regioner.dk
ille@ell.ee

9

LIIVÄMÄGI Kalle

EE

LG

EPSU - LG

rotal4@hot.ee;

10

Yrjö Heimonen

FI

LG

CEMR

yrjo.heimonen@hyvinkaa.fi

11

Tarja Pajuniemi

FI

Security

UniEuropa

12

Pauliina Tervahartiala

FI

Edu

EFEE

13

Cenita
Blomqvist

FI

LG

CEMR

pauliina.tervahartiala@sivistystyonantajat.fi
cenita.blomqvist@hus.fi
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14

HÄMÄLÄINEN Mika

FI

Health/LG

EPSU – LG/Health

Mika.hamalainen@jhl.fi;

15

VUORILUOTO Irmeli

FI

Health

EPSU – health

irmeli.vuoriluoto@tehy.fi.

FI

Commerce

Uni Europa
(commerce)

erika.kahara@pam.fi

IRE

Health

EPSU – health

lodonnell@impact.ie;

IRE

LG

EPSU – lg

pnolan@impact.ie

16

17
18

Erika Kähärä

O‟DONNELL Louise
NOLAN Peter

19

Audrone Vareikyte

LT

LG

CEMR

Audrone.vareikyte@lsa.lt

20

Karolina Rimkuvienė

LT

Commerce

EuroCommerce

projektai@lietuvos-prekyba.lt

21

Asta Jukniene

LT

Edu

ETUCE

jukasta@gmail.com

LT

Health

HOSPEEM

22
23
24

Sigitas GRISKONIS
Irena Petraitiene
Henriks

LT

EPSU

griskonis@kul.lt
irenap@takas.lt;lvdps@takas.lt

LV

Commerce

EuroCommerce

Hd@ trade.lv

LV

Health

EPSU - health

lvsada@lvsada.lv; sermulis21@inbox.lv;

LV

Health

EPSU – health

ilona.vaivode@riga.lv;

LV

Health

HOSPEEM

lsb@aslimnica.lv

Danusevics
25
26
27

SARMITE Steinberga
VAIVODE Ilona
Jevgenijs KALEJS

28

Margriet de Peuter

NL

Security

CoESS

mdpeuter@paritair.nl

29

CARBO Frans

NL

LG

EPSU- lg

fcarbo@abvakabo.nl
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30
31
32

33
34

Peter Peerdeman
Ton Heerschop
Marianna Clarijs

WIERZCHOWSKI Adam
Alfred Bujara

NL

Hospital

HOSPEEM

NL

Hospital

HOSPEEM

NL

Private
security

CoESS

PL

EPSU

PL

Commerce

UniEuropa

p.peerdeman@caop.nl
theerschop@viecuri.nl
mclarijs@paritair.nl

wierzchowski@komunalni.pl
solid_commerce@op.pl

35

Zuzanna Nkołajew

PL

Edu

ETUCE

Zuzanna.mail@gmail.com

36

Ned Carter

SE

Health/LG/
edu

CEMR

Ned.carter@skl.se

37

Malin Looberger

SE

Health/LG/
edu

CEMR

malin.looberger@skl.se

38

Anders Eklund

SE

Edu

ETUCE

anders.eklund@lararforbundet.se

39

KÖNIG Astrid

SE

Health

EPSU – health

Astrid.konig@kommunal.se;

40

Johan Bark

SE

Commerce

EuroCommerce

johan.bark@svenskhandel.se

SE

LG

EPSU - lg

Anders.hammarback@sktf.se;

TR

Security

CoESS

UK

Education/L
G

EFEE

stephen.cooper@local.gov.uk

UK

Health

EPSU –health

a.roche@unison.co.uk;

41
42
43

44

HAMMARBÄCK Anders
M. OZCAN DOGAN
Stephen Cooper
ROCHE Allison

ozcan@securverdi.com
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45

SUNLEY Kim

UK

Health

EPSU -health

Kim.Sunley@rcn.org.uk;

46

Angus Groat

UK

Security

UniEuropa

angusgroat@hotmail.com

47

Paul Halstead

UK

Security

UniEuropa

48

Daniel Shears

UK

Security

UniEuropa

49

Brian Terry

UK

Security

UniEuropa

50

David Gigg

UK

Security

UniEuropa

51

Emilia Bogdanova

BG

Edu

ETUCE

52

Cecilia Logo-Koefoed

BE

Edu

ETUCE

Cecilia.Logo.Koefoed@csee-etuce.org

53

Susan Flocken

BE

Edu

ETUCE

Susan.Flocken@csee-etuce.org

54

Ilaria Savoini

BE

Commerce

EuroCommerce

Savoini@eurocommerce.be

55

Federica Benassi

BE

Health

HOSPEEM

hospeem@hospeem.eu

56

Tina Weber

UK

GHK

Tina.weber@ghkint.com

57

Jakob Thielmann

CH

Commerce

UniEuropa

BE

Private
security

UniEuropa

BE

Commerce

UniEuropa

UK

Commerce

EuroCommerce

63

64
65

Rachel Owens

Ann Agnon
Ray Symons

Paulhalstead@blueyonder.co.uk;
Paul.Halstead@uk.g4s.com
Daniel.shears@gmb.org.uk
brianjes@talktalk.net
brian.terry@uk.g4s.com
djgiggstar@aol.com; Dave.Gigg@uk.g4s.com

jakob.thiemann@uniglobalunion.org
Rachel.Owens@uniglobalunion.org

aagon@bbtk-abvv.be
ray.symons@brc.org.uk
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66

Doug Russell

UK

Commerce

Doug.russell@usdaw.org.uk

UniEuropa

Rome
1

No

2

Name

3

Country

4

Sector

5

Organisation

6

Email

1.

7

Neven Martic

8

CRO

9

Private
security

10

CoESS

11

akd-zastita2@akd-zastita.hr

2.

12

Glafkos
HADJIPETROU

13

CY

14

Health

15

EPSU

16

pasydy@spidernet.com.cy

3.

17

Dimitris Ginis

18

GR

19

Educati
on

20

ETUCE

21

interolme@yahoo.gr

4.

22

23

GR

24

Health

25

EPSU

26

nkritikou@hotmail.com

5.

27

28

GR

29

health

30

EPSU

31

nkritikou@hotmail.com

6.

32

Ermolaos
KASSES
Stavros
KOUTSIOUBELIS
Dimitrios Birbas

33

GR

34

LG

35

CEMR

36

birbas@kedke.gr

7.

37

Elvira Gentile

38

IT

39

Health

40

HOSPEEM

41

gentile@aranagenzia.it

8.

42

Sabina Bigazzi

43

IT

44

45

UniEuropa

46

poste@filcams.cgil.it

9.

47

Elisa Camellini

48

IT

49

50

UniEuropa

51

poste@filcams.cgil.it

10.

52

Patrizia Ghiaroni

53

IT

54

55

UniEuropa

56

poste@filcams.cgil.it

11.

57

Silvia Morini

58

IT

59

60

UniEuropa

61

poste@filcams.cgil.it

12.

62

Daniela Floridia

63

IT

64

65

EuroCommerce

66

d.floridia@confcommercio.it

Commer
ce
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13.

67

Maria Pontieri

68

IT

69

Edu

70

EFEE

71

pontieri@aranagenzia.it

14.

72

Rossella
Benedetti

73

IT

74

Edu

75

ETUCE

76

rbenedetti@uilscuola.it

15.

77

Fabrizio Rossetti

78

IT

79

health

80

EPSU

81

bernardo@fpcgil.it

82

rossetti@fpcgil.it

16.

83

Silvia Candida

84

IT

85

Health/L
G

86

EPSU

87

Internazionale.fp@cisl.it

17.

88

Rosella Marasco,

89

IT

90

Commer
ce

91

EuroCommerce

92

rosella.marasco@confcommerci
o-int.eu

18.

93

Anthony Casaru

94

MT

95

Edu

96

ETUCE

97

casaru77@gmail.com

19.

98

Marcel Mizzi

99

MT

100 Commer
ce

101 EuroCommerce

20.

103 Marit
104 Tovsen

105 NO

106 LG

107 CEMR

21.

109 Knut Roger
Andersen

110 NO

111 LG

112 CEMR

113 knut.roger.andersen@delta.no

22.

114 Randi RØVIK

115 NO

116 LG

117 CEMR

118 Randi.rovik@fagforbundet.no;

23.

119 Rakel Sobu

120 NO

121 LG

122 CEMR

24.

124 Grete Vedlog

125 NO

126 LG

127 CEMR

25.

130 Ellen Kobro

131 NO

132 LG

133 CEMR

123 Rakel.malene.solbu@fagforbun
det.no;
128 grete.vedlog@hev.oslo.kommun
e.no
129
134 Ellen.kobro@hev.oslo.kommune
.no

26.

135 Maria Arminda
Bragança

136 PT

137 Edu

138 ETUCE

139 Arminda.braganca@fne.pt

102 abigail.mamo@grtu.eu

108 Marit.tovsen@ks.no
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27.

140 Francisco Braz

141 PT

142 lg

143 EPSU

144 franciscobraz@stal.pt

28.

145 Guida Correia

146 PT

147 lg

148 EPSU

149 internacional@stal.pt

29.

150 Candida
MADEIRA

151 PT

152 health

153 EPSU

154 socios@ste.pt

30.

155 Eduardo Cobas
Urcelay

156 SP

157 Private
security

158 CoESS

159 ecobas@aproser.es

31.

160 Isaac Martínez
Carrascal

161 SP

162 Private
security

163 CoESS

164 aproser@aproser.es

32.

166 SP

167 Edu

168 ETUCE

169 Internacional@fete.ugt.org

33.

165 Gaspar Antuña
Cerredo
170 Camino Aure

171 SP

172

173 EPSU

174 internacional@fsc.ccoo.es

34.

175 Miguel Devesa

176 SP

177 Commer
ece

178 EuroCommerce

179 deve@telefonica.net

180 Rafael Lopez
Gonzalez

181 SP

182

183 UniEuropa

184 pmaya@aadd.ccoo.es

36.

186 Jesus Arroyo

187 SP

188 Private
security

189 UniEuropa

190 arroyo@fes.ugt.org

37.

191 Pilar Navarro

192 SP

193 Health

194 EPSU

195 sanidad.federal@fsp.ugt.org

196 Visitacion
Vaquero

197 SP

198 Health

199 EPSU

200 saludlaboral.federal@fsp.ugt.org
201

202 Liza Di Paolo
Sandberg

203 SE

204 health

205 EPSU

35.

38.
39.

185

206 Liza.dipaolo.sandberg@kommu
nal.se
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40.

211 annica.magnusson@vardforbun
det.se

207 Annica
Magnusson

208 SE

209 heath

210 EPSU

41.

212 Federica Benassi

213 BE

214 Health

215 HOSPEEM

42.

217 Sarah King

218 BE

219

220 EPSU

43.

222 Tina Weber

223 UK

224

225 GHK

227 Pablo Sanchez
Centellas

228 BE

229

230 EPSU

233 UK

234 Health

235 HOSPEEM

238 BE

239 Commer
ce

240 EuroCommerce

243 IT

244 Health

245 HOSPEEM

44.
45.

232 Godfrey Perera

46.

237 Ilaria Savoini

47.

242 Prof. Laura
Volpini

216 hospeem@hospeem.eu
221 sarah.king@epsu.org
226 Tina.weber@ghkint.com
231
236 Godfrey.perera@hospeem.eu
241 savoini@eurocommerce.be

246

Prague
247 No

48.
49.
50.
51.

248 Name

249 Countr
y

253 Peter
Traschkowitsch
258 Sonia Spiess

254 Austri
a
259 A

263 Ulrike
Neuhauser
268 Christina
DziewanskaStringer

264 A
269 BE

250 Sector

251 Organisation

252 Email

255 Commerce

256 UniEuropa

257 doris.loeffler@vida.at

260 Health

261 EPSU

265 Health

266 HOSPEEM

270 LG

271 CEMR

262 sonia.spiess@gdg-kmsfb,at
267 ulrike.neuhauser@wienkav.at
272 christina.dziewanska-stringer@ccrecemr.org
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52.

273 Phillipe Yerna

274 BE

53.

278 Steve Rosseel

275 Commerce

276 UniEuropa

279 BE

280 Commerce

281 UniEuropa

285 BE

286 Commerce

287 UniEuropa

291 Education

292 EFEE

296 Education

297 ETUCE

301 Health

302 EPSU

306 Health

307 EPSU

311

312 UniEuropa

316 Education

317 ETUCE

321 Commerce

322 EuroCommer
ce

277 p.yerna@acv-csc.be (copy u37fdb@acvcsc.be)
282 s.rosseel@acv-csc.be

55.

283 Gaetan
284 Stas
289 Ghezala Gherifi

56.

294 Susan Flocken

295 BE

57.

299 Rudy Janssens

300 BE

58.

304 Slava Zlatanova

305 BG

59.

309 Jakob Thiemann

310 CH

60.

314 Milada Pelajová

315 CZ

61.

319 Iva Bostickova

320 CZ

62.

324 Irena Vickova

325 CZ

326 Commerce

327 EuroCommer
ce

63.

329 David Slipka

330 CZ

331 Commerce

332 EuroCommer
ce

334 Radka
Soukupová

335 CZ

336 LG

337 CEMR

338 jirra@volny.cz

65.

339 Pavel Kajml

340 CZ

341 LG

342 CEMR

343

66.

344 Katerina

345 CZ

346 Health

347 EPSU

348 hofmannova.katerina@cmkos.cz

54.

64.

290 BE

288 g.stas@acv-csc.be
293 ghezala.cherifi@cfwb.be
298 Susan.Flocken@csee-etuce.org
303 rudy.janssens@cgspacod.be;
hajar.sedki@cgspacod.be
308 Slava_z@mail.bg,
fsz_citub@mail.orbitel.bg
313 Jakob.thiemann@uniglobalunion.org
318 Milada.pelajova@seznam.cz
323 i.bostickova@globus.cz

328 Vlckova@socr.cz

333 David.slipka@spar-cr.cz
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Hofmannova

67.

349 Pavel BEDNÁŘ

350 CZ

351 LRG

352 EPSU

353 bednar.pavel@cmkos.cz.

68.

354 Jindřiška
CHVÁLOVÁ

355 CZ

356 HSS

357 EPSU

358 jinuska7@seznam.cz;

69.

359 Kateřina
HOFMANNOVÁ

360 CZ

361 HSS

362 EPSU

363 hofmannova.katerina@cmkos.cz;

70.

364 Jakub KLÍR

365 CZ

366 HSS

367 EPSU

368

71.

369 Blanka SUCHA

370 CZ

371 LRG

372 EPSU

373 sucha.blanka@cmkos.cz;

72.

374 Jindrich MOZNY

375 CZ

376 Commerce

377 UniEuropa

378 mozny@mpo.cz

73.

379 Tomas Kubicek

380 CZ

381 Private
security

382 Uni Europa

74.

384 Zbyněk
385 Fryšara

386 CZ

387 Private
security

388 Uni Europa

75.

390 Pavel Kajml

391 CZ

392 Local
government

393 EPSU

76.

396 FR

397 GL

398 EPSU

77.

395 Dominique
POGNON
400 Heribert Joeris

401 Germ
any

402 Commerce

403 EuroCommer
ce

78.

405 Herbert Beck

406 Germ
any

407 Health

408 EPSU

409 Herbert.beck@med.uni-heidelberg.de

79.

410 Helge Dietrich

411 Germ
any

412 Education

413 ETUCE

414 h.dietrich@vbe.de

383 tkubicek@seznam.cz

389 Bos.sumperk@seznam.cz

394

399 d.pognon@fdsp.cgt.fr
404 joeris@hde.de
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80.

415 László Somogyi

416 Hunga
ry

417 Education

418 EFEE

419 somlas@hotmail.com

81.

420 Pál Takács

421 HUN

422 Education

423 ETUCE

424 paltaki@freemail.hu

82.

425 Tünde VAJNA

426 HUN

427 Education

428 ETUCE

429 sundike@gmail.com

83.

430 Ladislav Haas

432 Education

433 EFEE

434 l.haas@zoznam.sk

84.

435 Ludmila
Pazderova
440 Bruno
441 Konecny

431 Slovak
ia
436 SK

437 Health

438 EPSU

439 Pazderova@sozzass.sk

443 LG

444 CEMR

450 LG

451 CEMR

456 LG

457 CEMR

463 LG

464 CEMR

465 turcany@zmos.sk, cupilova@zmos.sk

467 ROM

468 Health

469 EPSU

470 federatiasanitas@adslexpress.ro;office@f
ederatiasanitas.ro;

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

447
448
453
454
460
461

Bozena
Kovacova
Milan
Muska
Jozef
Turcany

466 Cristina
IFTIMESCU

442 SK
449 SK
455 SK
462 SK

445 konecny@zmos.sk, cupilova@zmos.sk
446
452 janovalehota@janovalehota.sk,
cupilova@zmos.sk
458 muska@zmos.sk, cupilova@zmos.sk
459

90.

471 Anders
HAMMARBÄCK

472 SE

473 LG

474 EPSU

475 Anders.hammarback@sktf.se;

91.

476 Dan NIELSEN

477 SE

478 LG

479 EPSU

480 Dan.nielsen@sktf.se;

92.

481 Sarah KING

482

483

484 EPSU

485 sarah.king@epsu.org

93.

486 Pablo
SANCHEZ
CENTELLAS

487

488

489 EPSU

490 psanchez@epsu.org

491 Tina Weber

492 UK

493

494 GHK

94.

495 Tina.weber@ghkint.com
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95.

496 Sanja
Kermetcieva

96.

501 Verica Mileska
Stefanovska

97.

506 Steve Comer

98.

511 Federica
Benassi
516 Godfrey Perera

99.

100. 521 Ilaria Savoini

497 Maced
onia

498 Private
security

499 CoESS

502 Maced
onia

503 Private
security

504 CoESS

507 UK

508 LG

509 CEMR

512 BE

513 Health

514 HOSPEEM

517 UK

518 Health

519 HOSPEEM

522 BE

523 Commerce

524 Eurocommer
ce

500 sanjak@obezbeduvanje.org.mk;
Leen.Van.Sand@i-b-s.be
505

510 Steve.comer@bristol.gov.uk
515 hospeem@hospeem.eu
520 hospeem@hospeem.eu
525 savoini@eurocommerce.be
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